perspectives, Melbourne artist Peter Daverington
covers his studio walls with inspiration: tear sheets of
mountains and masterworks by Caspar david Friedrich
and Piero della Francesca. the artist is pictured in
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front of Imprisoned Landscape (2008), below.
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Containing landscapes in complex computer

digital

life

Artist Peter Daverington
puts into perspective
the contradictions of
contemporary culture.
if you like description dished up in simile, Peter Daverington is a cross between the bad-boy
of the Italian Baroque, Caravaggio, and Melbourne’s punk bard Nick Cave. As for his art, let’s
mix the metaphysical prisons of the neo-classical Italian engraver, Piranesi, with the work of
one of the greatest exponents of the symbolic landscape, Caspar David Friedrich, and the virtual
world conceived by the disco-era Disney team in Hollywood’s first computerised film, Tron.
Tagging his collision of atmospheric naturalism and black-hole digitalism is not easy – few if
any genre precedents exist, though historians might one day term the landscapes realised by the
first binary-bound generation as ‘romantic hyperscapes’. It’s a question of perspective that this
former graffiti artist (who switched his ‘hit-and-run’ spray painting practice from the Victorian
railway lines to the Victorian College of the Arts in the late 1990s) is only too happy to subvert. >
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< “I’m into the idea of multi-dimensionality,
endless physical space folding in on itself, the
multiplicity of interconnection,” explains
the self-described itinerant. His interest in
the alternative culture, the philosophy of
aesthetics and the time-space continuum sent
him, at the age of 18, on a 10-year journey
through the Middle East where, apart from
acquiring a mastery of both Arabic calligraphy
and the ney flute, he developed an
appreciation of Sufi philosophy. “I was very
attracted to other systems of thought and
living, particularly indigenous cultures,” he
says. “This desire for knowledge of other
possibilities led me to live with the Hopi.”
Referring to the indigenous North
American tribe, Daverington tells of hitchhiking to a reservation in Arizona where
a Catholic priest introduced him to his only
Hopi churchgoer, an old woman. “She didn’t
have a problem with the relationship between
Catholicism and the Hopi way of life and
I liked that,” he says. “Her brain could process
the abstract into a complex simplicity.”
This serves to sum up Daverington’s
latest crystallisations of a contradictory
world; hand-painted grids whose razor
sharp lines trap idealisations of nature in
a perspective play that also extends it into
the infinite. annemarie kiely
Peter Daverington’s exhibition is showing 14
October–8 November at Arc One Gallery, 45
Flinders Lane, Melbourne Vic, (03) 9650 0589.

monochromatics. ABOVE: Daverington‘s
works Containing the Void (2008), Patagonia
Dreaming #3 (2008) and Patagonia Dreaming
#2 (2008). RIGHT: glacial meltdown (2008).
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the artist has turned his typically high
volume colour palette down to moodier

